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Since the Reformation, European Christians have sought to understand the origins of Christianity by studying the world of Second Temple Judaism. These efforts created a fund of scholarly knowledge of ancient Judaism, but they labored under deep-seated prejudices about the nature of Judaism. When Jewish scholars in nineteenth-century Europe, primarily in Germany, came to study their own history as part of the *Wissenschaft des Judentums* movement, they too looked to the ancient Jewish past as a crucial element in understanding Jewish history.

A central figure in the *Wissenschaft* movement was Heinrich Graetz (1817-1891). In his massive history of the Jews, the dominant synthesis of Jewish history until well into the twentieth century, Graetz constructed a narrative of Jewish history that imbedded mysticism deep within the Jewish past, finding its origins in the first-century sectarian Essenes. Anchoring mysticism among the Essenes was crucial for Graetz's larger narrative of the history of Judaism, which he saw as a continuing struggle between the corrosive effects of mysticism and the rational rabbinic tradition. An unchanging mysticism was a mirror image of the unchanging monotheistic essence of normative Judaism that dominated Graetz's understanding of Jewish history. Ironically, this narrative model of the history of mysticism may have been influenced by Christian attacks on Judaism itself, a point which I can briefly take up at the conclusion of the article. First let us turn to the role that the Essenes played in Graetz's historical ideology of mysticism.

Graetz inherited a long intellectual tradition about the identity of first-century sectarians. Ever since the fourth-century historian Eusebius asserted that the *therapeutae*, a group mentioned by Philo, were actually Christian monks, the religious identity of these Alexandrian sectarians--distinct from the Essenes--had been the subject of constant debate. Were they Jews or Christian ascetics? During the Middle Ages the tradition articulated by Eusebius gave the Church an additional claim for the antiquity of one of its central institutions. The religious identity of the Essenes, a seemingly similar sectarian group mentioned by Josephus and other ancient historians, also became a point of dispute. The secluded, monastic life of the Essenes made them equally likely candidates to be proto-Christians. The dispute over the alleged Christian nature of the *therapeutae* and the
Essenes would survive, after generations of Catholic and Protestant scholarly polemic, into nineteenth-century scholarship on late antique Judaism. It was in the work of Graetz that the Essenes and their putative relationship to Christianity received the fullest treatment by a Jewish historian. Since the only documented *therapeutae* were in Alexandria, they could not be considered likely sources—even if they were Jewish—for a nascent Palestinian Christianity. The Essenes offered more fertile ground to explore the relationship between Judaism and early Christianity.

Graetz's argument that Jesus and Christianity had their origins among the Essenes developed in the context of a fierce scholarly polemic between Christians and Jews in the nineteenth century as well as in the context of internal Jewish debates. Before exploring this larger background, let us first see how Graetz made his case for the connection between Jesus and the Essenes. Making this connection was crucial for Graetz if Christianity was to be understood as the first systematic expression of a mysticism that had flourished among the Essenes.

The Essenes were the first, according to Graetz, to articulate a firmly held belief in the coming of the Messiah, a belief which had grown in intensity during the turmoil and oppression of Roman rule. Christianity, "or rather this Essenism intermingled with foreign elements," had its origins in this messianic longing. It was no surprise that John the Baptist was the first to proclaim the arrival of the Messiah, since he was so obviously an Essene. Graetz makes his case for John's Essene background on the apparent similarity of their habits, most notably the common theme of daily immersion and the fact that both John the Baptist ("oder richtiger der Essäer" ["or rather the Essene"]) and the Essenes were associated with desert refuges near the Dead Sea.

In the same way Graetz accepted received wisdom about the Galilee, which he then used to link Jesus to the Essenes. The Galileans, whence Jesus came, were supposed to be unschooled in the law but fanatical moralists, reminding Graetz of the emphasis on morality in Essene circles and in the evangelical accounts of Jesus. There was also an undercurrent of superstition that ran through Galilean society providing another resonance between Jesus and the Essenes, who were known for their obsession with the names of God, angels, and magical practices. There was thus a common culture that drew Jesus to the Essenes and made the people of Galilee receptive to his Essene teachings. Indeed, this culture of magic and miracles would make it easier for Graetz to see the Essenes as proto-mystics. Graetz described Jesus as teaching his disciples Essene principles concerning chastity, suffering, humility, self-denial, as well as other ideals. Even Jesus's brother was thought to be an Essene, and Graetz, in the French translation of his third volume, happily cited Eusebius's *Ecclesiastical History* to support this point.

Graetz does at times recognize the weakness of the evidence, but he pushes ahead in order to establish the Essene background of Jesus. He thus admits that while he cannot prove that Jesus was formally admitted into the order of the Essenes, Graetz asserts that one can only understand Jesus' life and work if it is acknowledged that he adopted Essene principles.
When Graetz concluded that Jesus and the early Christians had their origins in the Essene communities—and that the milieu was congenial to the development of mysticism—he was not saying something radically new. The French-Jewish scholar Joseph Salvador, in *Jésus-Christ et sa doctrine* (1838), had already asserted that Jesus was influenced by Essene doctrines "pleines de mysticisme" and by the ascetic habits of the Essenes. Graetz no doubt drew on the long and continuing scholarly tradition that asserted an Essene connection to Christianity. The link between Christianity and Essenism was so attractive that a forged account of Jesus's life as an Essene monk was published in the early nineteenth century. This work, the *Crucifixion of Jesus, by an Eye-witness*, was actually drawn from Venturini's *Ur-text* on the Essene identity of Jesus. The connection between Christ and the Essenes was a true intellectual fad. For example, George Eliot reports in a letter (21 January 1852) to her friend Sara Hennel that a French visitor to her salon was full of the idea: "He dilated on his views of the origin of Christianity—Strauss deficient because he has not shewn the identity of the teaching of Jesus with that of the Essenes."

By forging a connection between Jesus and the Essenes, Graetz was using scholarly tools that had been available for generations. Graetz's analysis of how the mysticism of the Essenes evolved also relied on the insights made by other scholars. The scholarly consensus of Graetz's day held that Essene mysticism originated in Egypt and India. Even George Eliot's visitor echoed that sentiment: "He moreover traces Essenism back to Egypt and thence to India, the cradle of all religions, etc., etc., with much more which he uttered with an unction rather amusing in a soirée tête-à-tête." Specifically, the Essenes were thought of as the transmitters of oriental habits of allegory and speculation. Ritschl, for example, wrote at length about the connection between Alexandria and the mystical impulses of the Essenes before Graetz published his own work. Although Salvador had rejected the idea that Jesus acquired his magical skills from a sojourn in Egypt, he did assert that an oriental habit of mystical and allegorical speculation originating in Alexandria—and articulated by Philo—had penetrated Jewish society, partially through Essene circles.

Whether or not Graetz consciously incorporated Ritschl or Salvador's specific work on mysticism, it would have been natural for him to understand unappealing and particularly mystical elements of Judaism as coming from oriental influences. The sense of mysticism as a Hellenistic cultural expression was a commonly held belief in the scholarly tradition of the nineteenth century. Graetz may also have been relying on the larger assumption that Jews were exposed to mystical thinking during their exile in Babylon. Oriental allegory, the motor force behind mysticism, represented for Graetz the dark side of rabbinic exegesis as expressed in excessive and misdirected interpretations of Scripture. The ascetic life of the Essenes, who thought in terms of a "Schwärmereische und Mystische gerichtete Phantasie" provided fertile ground for this mystical impulse. Graetz's
conclusion was that "if we can assume the information about the Essenes in Josephus and Philo to be historical--an assumption by no means certain--then they may actually have been the first to attempt to explain the Bible and the commandments philosophically, that is, allegorically." 30

Why was Graetz intent upon drawing this portrait of the Essenes as proto-Christians and carriers of oriental allegory and mysticism? One reason depends upon Judaism's perceived position in German Protestant culture. Graetz and other intellectuals of the <Wissenschaft movement had to confront a dominant culture that thought of rabbinic Judaism as a relic without its religious meaning. 31 What better way to combat this than to show that Christianity was in fact dependent upon Judaism for its existence and its ideas? In other words, if Christianity evolved out of Essenism then in a fundamental way Judaism--not Christianity--was the truly creative and evolutionary force in history.

Graetz was not the first Jewish scholar to respond in this way. Abraham Geiger, the leader of the more radical Reform movement, which was in competition with Graetz's own more historically-minded reform efforts, presented Jesus as a Pharisee. According to Geiger, Jesus

was a Jew, a Pharisean Jew with Galilean coloring--a man who joined in the hopes of his time and who believed that those hopes were fulfilled in him. He did not utter a new thought, nor did he break down the barriers of nationality.... He did not abolish any part of Judaism; he was a Pharisee who walked in the way of Hillel. 32

This satisfied Geiger's own desire to make Christianity evolve out of Judaism. More directly it responded to the same Protestant critique that alleged Pharisaism to be a stagnant legalistic movement. In Geiger's view the fact that Jesus was a Pharisee proved that Pharisaism was an evolving tradition that had a well-spring of religious meaning. Not only did this counter Christian claims, it helped Geiger claim these "progressive" Pharisees as the ancient precedent for his own Reform movement. 33

Graetz chose to emphasize the Essene origins of Christianity in the face of Geiger's pharisaic model. Besides Graetz's fierce antipathy to Geiger because of personal and religious rivalry, Graetz feared that characterizing Christianity as an outgrowth of pharisaic Judaism, as Geiger seemed to be doing, risked contaminating rabbinic Judaism with the corruptions of a mystical proto-Christianity. By making Jesus an Essene, Graetz marginalized nascent Christianity from the mainstream Pharisees--the Jews who represented for Graetz an ancient model of his own vision of a progressive but historically aware conservative Judaism. 34

Why then did Graetz follow the evolution of mysticism beyond the Essenes? At least one solution will present itself once we see how Graetz shaped the narrative of Jewish mysticism. By the time Graetz began to write, the study of Kabbala itself was beginning to flourish. One of the first substantive works was Adolphe Franck's La Kabbale ou la philosophie religieuse des Hebreux (1843) with a German translation by Adolph Jellinek in 1844. Franck presented the Zohar, the pre-eminent mystical text, and other kabbalistic
ideas as an ancient body of doctrine that predated the Alexandrian philosophers. The Kabbala's original sources were to be found in the Chaldean and Persian thought of Zoroastrianism. [End Page 141] Still, according to Franck, Kabbala remained an elemental and even positive part of Judaism, a point rejected by Jellinek, who felt that the Kabbala, or at least the foundational text of the Zohar, was a foreign accretion to contemporary, post-Talmudic Judaism. 35 

Using the Essenes as the focal point of transmission, Graetz identified a continuous lineage from the Alexandrian allegorists to the medieval kabbalists. 36 The Essenes had discovered the secret allegorical torah that was the origin of the Kabbala. 37 A later group of kabbalists would be described as "dieser Allegoristen-Schule." 38 While he disagreed with Franck on the early date of the Zohar, Graetz still thought the Zohar was the ultimate literary incarnation of this impulse to uncontrolled allegory and aggadah (the literary embellishment of biblical stories). 39 Uncontrolled allegorical aggadah could lead to doctrines that sounded dangerously like Christian dogma; Graetz thought one could hear in it echoes of the Trinity. 40 It was clear, for example, that aggadah dominated the language of early Christianity. In the parables of Jesus and in the language of Paul it was easy to see the effects of this kind of allegorical language. 41 The Kabbala merely preserved and expanded upon this style of mystical thinking.

The growth of allegorical kabbala was not peripheral to normative Judaism. Graetz felt that the Kabbala was waging a "Krieg auf Tod und Leben" against non-mystical (perhaps non-allegorical) rabbinic Judaism. 42 One result of this unrelenting attack was that the Kabbala provoked the creation of sects within Judaism, a phenomenon that for Graetz also harkened back to the Essenes, whom he had distinguished from the merely political parties of the Pharisees and Sadducees. 43 The medieval Lurianic Kabbala created "eine neue jüdische Sekte" with practices that directly echoed Essene rituals, including wearing a white robe on the Sabbath. 44

Throughout Graetz's discussion, we can see that he thought the Kabbala provoked among medieval and later Jews the same kind of messianic delusions [End Page 142] that had circulated among the Essenes and which found fullest expression in the growth of Christianity. 45 Mysticism and "messianische Schwärmerei" fed off each other. 46 This tendency drew the Jews to embrace Christian-like doctrines or to be seduced by Christianity itself. 47 Messianic delusions insinuated themselves into Jewish thought and society throughout the Middle Ages. 48 The same messianic excesses manifested themselves in the outpouring of support for the seventeenth-century false messiah Sabbatai Zevi. This, too, was the result of uncontrolled mystical thinking. 49 In order to illustrate how mystical "enthusiasm" for a charismatic leader could grow into a messianic movement, Graetz used the experience of Sabbatai Zevi to suggest that the same process occurred in the circles surrounding Jesus. Seen in the context of messianic Sabbatianism, Christianity was just another excess of mysticism. At the same time the comparison between Jesus and Sabbatai Zevi pointed up the Christian-like delusion of mystical Sabbatianism. 50 Significantly, Graetz treated Spinoza in the same section of his history as Sabbatai Zevi. The danger of such allegorical thinking, in Graetz's mind, had also led Spinoza astray into atheism. 51
Contemporary Hasidism represented for Graetz the ultimate manifestation of that long tradition of mysticism and its accompanying corruption of religion. He saw the Kabbala as living on in the corrupt pietistic circles of Poland and Russia. Graetz drew on a long tradition of animus to the Kabbala. This attitude was a legacy of the *haskala*, the movement of the enlightenment of European Jewry in the eighteenth century. Its proponents looked upon Hasidism [End Page 143] with scorn. For example, Solomon Maimon's poignant autobiography, recounting his flight from the cloistered world of East European Jewry, had already provided a language in which to attack the mystical-allegorical nature of Kabbala, and thus by implication Hasidism:

Originally, the Kabbalah was nothing but psychology, physics, morals, politics and such sciences represented by means of symbols and hieroglyphics in fables and allegories, the occult meaning of which was disclosed only to those who were competent to understand it. By and by, however, perhaps as the result of many revolutions, this occult meaning was lost, and the signs were taken for the things signified.

Other great figures of the *haskala* shared this sentiment. Moses Mendelssohn also thought that the Kabbala was a suspiciously "oriental system" of metaphors. Graetz echoed some of the sentiments of Nachman Krochmal, the great Jewish philosopher, who recognized the potential for allegorical thinking to decay into outlandish expressions of mysticism like Sabbatianism. As with so many other parts of his historical synthesis, Graetz focused a rather diffuse tradition into a powerful equation and made it accessible to a wider audience, including later historians like Simon Dubnow.

In concentrating this argument against Hasidism, Graetz went further and joined contemporary mysticism to its medieval and ancient antecedents. He would write that mysticism "took on new life through Isaac Luria and his disciples and to this day dominates the circles of the Hasidim." Graetz was particularly concerned that the mysticism of Hasidism would lead to further messianic crises:

Such were the aberrations produced by the messianic belief. And we have no guarantee that in our day in the bosom of the modern adherents [End Page 144] of the Zohar, among the Hasidim in Poland, Galicia, Hungary..., whose propaganda becomes increasingly more intensive, a false messiah will not burst forth some fine morning and sow new confusion. There would be no shortage of mindless, believing masses, not even of standard-bearers for any hasidic rebi [*sic*] who could bring them to believe in him and occasionally perform a miracle.

By his emphasis on the messianic corruptions of Hasidism, Graetz implicitly connected the contemporary movement with its historic predecessors, particularly the Essenes. He explicitly joins the two movements by asserting that Hasidism itself is the reincarnation of Essenism. In fact it is a "new Essenism" in which the old practices have survived or been resurrected: "There is emerging in Poland a new Essenism, with forms similar to the old one, with washing and bathing, with white clothes, miracles, and prophetic dreams." This was an old battle being fought anew. The Pharisees used to mock an Essene as a "foolish Chasid." Indeed, the lifestyle of the Essenes was one of "Chasidut."
Essenes could trace their roots back to the Assidäer of the time of Maccabees or the pious (hasidim) of the Talmud. The Hebrew hasid could thus suggest contemporary European mystics as much as ancient pietists. Contemporary Hasidism had merely brought this ancient Essenism back to life.

The metaphor of the Essenes allowed Graetz to link the various kinds of Jewish mysticism together. To what end? Why did Graetz present Jewish history in this way—as a constant struggle of normative Judaism to shake itself free of the recurring corruptions of mysticism? Like other Wissenschaft scholars, he wanted to present Judaism as a rational progressive religion that had long ago left behind any oriental trappings that could offend German sensibilities. In that case why not dismiss mysticism out of hand or at the most give it cursory treatment and concentrate on the progressive monotheism of rabbinic Judaism?

I can only offer a tentative answer to this question. If Graetz could show that there was a continuous lineage of mysticism that ran as an undercurrent throughout Jewish history, it would be easier to see mysticism itself as running parallel to rabbinic Judaism and not as an offshoot of it. Just as Christianity was marginalized by being associated with the Essenes, so too would other forms of Jewish mysticism be isolated from rabbinic Judaism. In other words each incarnation of mysticism had more in common with its predecessor than with contemporary rabbinic Judaism. (Nor should we discount the possibility that Graetz's inclusive vision of Judaism led him to describe all aspects of Jewish life no matter how distasteful they were to him.)

Graetz may have found a precedent for his treatment of mysticism in the way some Christians attacked rabbinic Judaism itself as a corrupt tradition of allegorical interpretation. Before looking specifically at Graetz's response to the Protestant critique of rabbinic allegory, it is important to see that Graetz was used to internalizing "Christian" historical categories. Even Graetz's sense of Judaism was colored by Christian language. Graetz wrote of rabbinic Judaism as being in some way a creation of Christianity. The opposition of Christianity to the legal nature of Judaism pushed the Jews even further into a legalistic mode of thinking. The Talmud was the result of that interaction. Graetz was also quite willing to accept that there was something particularly captivating about Jesus that created a religious enthusiasm among his followers. Indeed, Graetz could not abandon the Christian idea of a dichotomy between law and spirit. His positive assessment of Jesus and his influence on Judaism was predicated on this dichotomy. Indeed, Christian categories provided Graetz with a stock of metaphors which he used to analyze developments in Jewish history. "Judaism," he wrote, "began as a negation, a negation of paganism; it appeared on the stage of history as a kind of Protestantism."

More importantly, Christian ideology gave Graetz a way to understand Judaism's survival in history, or at least to represent Jewish history to an audience familiar with Christian concepts. Graetz presented the whole drama of Jewish survival as a miracle comparable to the miracles of Christian tradition. The centuries of Jewish suffering and survival as a people in the face of that suffering became the true "miracle" of Jewish history. As Graetz
wrote to a fictional Jewish correspondent:

I have already explained to you once that a religion which should attract adherents must rely on miracles and can survive only if the miracles [End Page 146] continue. Which religion can show more conspicuous, striking miracles than Judaism? It does not have to squeeze them out of obscure texts or exhibit them in shrines laden with miraculous relics for they are visible in the flesh wherever Jews wander. You and I are likewise parts of this miracle. 20

The miracle was ongoing as the Jewish people was constantly being renewed: "The Jewish people is heading before our very eyes toward a process of rejuvenation which previously was scarcely imagined." 21 The Wunder of Jewish history's renewal not only happened in ancient days but also in Graetz's own "wunderlosen ... Epoche." 22 The miracle of Jewish survival could easily compete with the putative miracles of Christianity.

Graetz's internalization of Christian historical models was particularly intense, and the discussion above is meant to show that Graetz was used to thinking about Jewish history in "Christian" terms. 23 On the particular issue of mysticism, I would like to suggest that Graetz transmuted a generalized Christian antagonism towards the rabbinic tradition and focused it on the Kabbala. Anti-rabbinic sentiments could be found in many places in the Christian historical tradition. Still, it is tempting to speculate--and it must remain a speculation--that Graetz had a particular inspiration for his attitude, or at least a precedent through which he could focus his larger polemical concerns.

Graetz's interest in Jacques Basnage's eighteenth-century Histoire des Juifs should draw our attention to the impact of his work on Graetz. The critique of rabbinic allegorical thinking found in Basnage's work is reminiscent of Graetz's own critique of allegorical mysticism. 24 In his sweeping history of the Jews Basnage articulated a detailed critique of rabbinic thought. The rabbins drew on a tradition of oriental allegory; they created rituals and laws from an allegorical reading of Scripture. For Basnage the mysticism of the rabbins was the result of their allegorical thinking. This corrupted reading of Scripture was an [End Page 147] ever-present characteristic of rabbinic Judaism. It began in Alexandria and followed contemporary "Talmudic" Jews to Poland and Russia. Indeed, mysticism had led to the atheism of Spinoza. 25

Graetz might have found in Basnage a way to systematize his own thinking about mysticism. Of course, he could not accept Basnage's indictment of the larger rabbinic tradition. However, he did not reject Basnage's more general synthesis of the history of allegory and its deleterious effects on religion. Instead, Graetz isolated the critique of allegory and focused it solely on Jewish proponents of mysticism. He turned this critique of allegory against the ancient and contemporary adherents of the Kabbala-- the Essenes and the mystical pietists of Eastern Europe. In doing so, he disentangled mysticism from rabbinic Judaism. Rabbinic interpretation of the Bible was a legitimate expression of Judaism. Mysticism was a distinct aberration.

Ironically, even though he denigrated mysticism, Graetz's reading of the history of Jewish
mysticism facilitated its renaissance in the work of the great twentieth-century scholar of Kabbala, Gershom Scholem. Graetz bequeathed to Scholem a picture of an ancient Jewish mysticism that had survived from the Essenes to Hasidism. Graetz may have been wrong to link the Essenes and contemporary Hasidism, wrenching each incarnation of mysticism out of its historical context. Still, Scholem could see in Graetz's narrative a continuous lineage of mystical thinking. That understanding of mysticism survived as Scholem invested Kabbala with a positive vitality crucial to the evolution of Judaism. The capaciousness of Graetz's view of Judaism and his intent to preserve it from Christian attack thus prepared the way for Scholem to explore mysticism as a positive aspect of Jewish history. Although these two scholars disagreed about the meaning of mysticism, their sense of its larger role in the narrative of Jewish history had remarkable affinities. Perhaps it is true, as one historian recently wrote, "private perspectives can be, in the right hands, a pathway to historical knowledge ... passion, even prejudice, may provide access to insights closed to cooler, more distant researchers." In a way, this is true of both Graetz and Scholem.
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